
Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Classic Design

RD101 Lectern:

Free standing, features light (electrical connections concealed), built in spaces for pens and 
accepts the latest style of memorial cards on either side. 49"x18 ¼" x 23 ½" 

  
  

  

 

RD102 Casket Bier:

Decorative corner protectors, heavy duty ball bearing 5" casters. Cross on one side only. 20 ¾" x 
22 ¾" x 62" 

RD103 Torchiere Lamps and Shades:

Shown with VNG shade (reorder #VNG) 69" tall, 15" x 15" base. Equipped with "Pinkneck" bulbs.
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Classic Design

  

 

 

 

RD104 Prayer Rail:

2" knee padding. 1" arm padding. A variety of fabric styles and colors to choose from. 28 ½" x 18" 
x 44"

 
RD108 Candlesticks:

46" or 32" height, 12" x 12" base. Can be wired for electricity. (Dine-A-Glow candelas sold 
seperately) Comes with standard Ruby Vigil Glass.

 
 

RD143 Large Baby Bier / Cremation Altar:

RD143 Large Baby Bier/Cremation Altar is a newly reconfigured version of our original Baby 
Bier/Cremation Altar, which works with the same principal and concept as the RD109. 
The removable altar top is 20" deep x 40" long, which allows you to present the urn, 
candles, flowers, pictures and memoralization pieces on the same altar top. You can 
present newborn or stillborn caskets on the Altar top. With the top removed, the bumpers on 
the bier base will accommodate a youth casket from 30" through 60". This allows you to present 
all the child caskets on the same piece of furniture and bring the child up to a more 
appropriate viewing height. The unit can be used as a memorialization altar and placed by 
the casket for adult memorabilia. The overall height is 30". 
  
Patent #D327765
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Classic Design

RD142 Crucifix & Cross with Stand:

Our traditional crucifix and stand has a plain Cross attached to the backside of it. This gives you a 
more three dimensional look to either the Crucifix or Cross when it's in use. You have either 
Crucifix or Cross ready without worrying about storage of the one not in use. All you have to do is 
turn it 180 degrees in the stand to use the opposite side. The Crosses are both 32" tall by 22" 
wide. The faces of the Crosses are 4 3/4" wide.

  

      

  

 

RD135 Flag Stand:

A truly unique way of presenting the flag during the service. The flag stand can be placed at 
the head of the casket, allowing you to put another family floral piece inside the casket. Flag 
piece can also be placed behind the altar if you have a memorial service with cremains. 

RD120 Flower Pedestals:

Flower Pedestals – Elegant matching turned pedestals. 34 ½” tall, 7” column, 15” head, 16” base. 
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Classic Design

 
RD144 Church Truck Surround:

This innovative piece of furniture allows you to leave the casket on your church truck, reducing 
the risk of back injuries due to extra lifting. The sides fold in flat against the backside of the face 
of the unit for storage and transportation.  With the sides extended to 90 degrees, the church 
truck surround conceals the church truck, giving the casket the appearance of resting on a 
casket bier.  These units are hand crafted to fit the height of your church truck.   
 
Optional heavy-duty carrying bags with handles are available for purchase to transport your 
church truck surround to services offsite. 

  

 

 
 

Click Here To Request Catalog 
 
 

Home > Classic  
 

Copyright © 2008, Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment, Inc.  
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Jamestown Colonial Design

RD101 Lectern:

Free standing, features light (electrical connections concealed), built in spaces for pens and 
accepts the latest style of memorial cards on either side. 49" x 18 ¼" x 23 ½" 

 
RD103 Torchiere Lamps and Shades:

Shown with ribbed flat NU Gold shade (reorder #FNG) 69" tall, 15" x 15" base. Equipped 
with "Pinkneck" bulbs.

 
RD104 Prayer Rail:

2" knee padding. 1" arm padding. A variety of fabric styles and colors to choose from. 28 ½" x 18" 
x 44" 

 
RD102 Casket Bier:

Decorative corner protectors, heavy duty ball bearing 5" casters. Cross on one side only. 20 ¾" x 
22 ¾" x 62" 

  

 

 

 

 

Baby Bier & Cremation Urn Stand and Mini-Prayer Rail

RD109 Jamestown Colonial Baby Bier and Cremation Urn Stand:

With the top on its a Cremation Urn Stand. Remove the top and it becomes a 
Baby Bier. Ball bearing casters and decorative corner protectors. Cross on one 
side only. 30" x 20" x 12". Patent #D327765 

 
RD123 Jamestown Colonial Mini-Prayer Rail:

2" knee padding. 1" arm padding. A variety of fabric styles and colors to 
choose from. 28 ½" x 18" x 44" 

 

 
RD105 Paschal Candlestick:

32" tall, 12" x 12" base. Can be wired for electricity. (Paschal candelas sold seperately) Comes 
with standard Ruby Vigil Glass. 

 
RD106 Memorial Holder:

Has card holders on both sides. Slot in the top will accommodate all styles of envelopes. Lock 
and key on the back. 38" x 18" x 14" Patent # D326947 
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Jamestown Colonial Design

RD127 Jamestown Colonial Memorial Desk:

This unique desk allows you to bring registration and memorials all into one organized location. 
The concept is to register, then step over and fill in memorials. There are 36 pigeon holes as well 
as a drop slot for memorials with a door & key lock for memorial removals. The length is 48", 
depth 24", height to writing top 36", height to tip top 41";. Your memorial slot can be left, center, 
or on the right. As in all of our furniture, your size could be customized if needed. Available in 
all woods. 

 

  

 

  

RD128 Jamestown Colonial Pulpit:

Formal pulpit is a rich and timeless addition to any chapel. This unit comes with a storage shelf, a 
slanted top for the clergy's papers and a light. 49" tall, 15" deep, 36" wide. 

 

 
RD144 Jamestown Colonial Church Truck Surround:

This innovative piece of furniture allows you to leave the casket on your church truck, reducing 
the risk of back injuries due to extra lifting. The sides fold in flat against the backside of the face 
of the unit for storage and transportation.  With the sides extended to 90 degrees, the church 
truck surround conceals the church truck, giving the casket the appearance of resting on a 
casket bier.  These units are hand crafted to fit the height of your church truck.   
 
Optional heavy-duty carrying bags with handles are available for purchase to transport your 
church truck surround to services offsite.  
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Prairie Craftsman Design

RD101 Lectern:

Lectern – This lectern/register stand comes with the mission slats as standard equipment. You 
may choose stained glass as an option for the upright panel. The unit comes with a light, card 
pockets (which accept today’s larger service folders) and a name board. The name board can be 
either the machine grooved felt or our newest “Slide-in-System”, for printing your signs on the 
computer. It is available in all the woods and your choice of stain colors. 49” tall x 23 ½” wide x 
18” deep   
(Optional Stained Glass Panel Available) 

  
  

  

 

shown with Stained Glass 
 

 

shown with Mission Slats 
 

RD102 Casket Bier:

This bier is shown with the handcrafted stain glass option. Mission slats are standard for the 
upright panel. The metal corner protectors are custom fabricated in true prairie style. It is available 
in all the woods and stain colors.  
62” long x 23” wide x 20 ¾” tall  

 

RD103 Torchiere Lamps and Handmade Stained Glass Shades:

These lamps are truly unique for the industry, using the prairie style stained glass shades, which 
are handcrafted in our own shop. The base color of the shades is very close to the color of the 
commercially produced torchiere bowls. This allows the cosmetic light from our pink-neck Duro-
Test bulbs to work for you. The hardware, which holds the shades, is custom crafted in prairie 
style. The lamps are available in all the woods and stain colors. 64 ¾” tall (to top of metal fitter) 
(bottom of shade), with a 15” x 15” base. 
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Prairie Craftsman Design

RD104 Prayer Rail:

This prayer rail is shown with the optional handcrafted stained glass upright panel. Our stained 
glass panel has a cross, which is made using beveled glass, which ass an elegant effect. 
Mission slats are standard for the upright panel. Both the arm and kneepads are upholstered 
for comfort. The base corners are accented with decorative metal corner protectors in the 
prairie style. It is available in all the woods and stain colors.  
44” long x 18” deep x 32 ¼” tall  

 
 
 
RD108 Candlesticks:

Our ruby vigil glasses are handcrafted using red glass. The metal fitters are custom crafted in 
prairie style. These candles are designed for use at the head and food of the casket. They can 
be wired for electric “flicker-flame” candles. The paschal candle can also be made, using a 
shorter candlestick. These are available in all the woods and stain colors. 46” tall (to bottom of 
vigil glass) on a 12” x 12” base  

  
  

 
  shown with Stained Glass

 

 
shown with Mission Slats 

  

 

 

RD118 Mass Card Tray:

Cross on the back. Free standing. Available with optional springs. These are available in all the 
woods and stain colors. It is 36” to the top of writing area.  
The tray measures 21 ½” x 18 ½” 

 

RD107 Crucifix and Stand:

Crucifix & Stand – This crucifix comes with an adjustable metal stand that will extend the crucifix 
above the open casket lid. It is also available as a plain Protestant cross. These are available in all 
the woods and stain colors. 22” wide x 32” tall, with a 4 ½” wide cross face 
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Prairie Craftsman Design

RD109 Baby Bier / Cremation Altar:

Baby Bier/Cremation Alter – This unit is shown with the standard mission slats. The upright 
panel can be made using the handcrafted stained glass as an option. By removing the slip 
on tabletop, you expose rubber bumpers for an infant or youth casket. With the tabletop in 
place, the unit converts to: a cremation alter, a portrait for a second casket service (presented 
as the head of the casket), memorabilia table or for the flag and metals of a veteran. The 
corners are accented with decorative metal corners in the prairie style. Now that cremains 
are allowed in the Catholic Church for memorial rites, this is a nicely sized alter for transportation 
to the church. These are available in all the woods and stain colors.  
30” tall x 21” long x 13” deep. Tabletop is 16” deep x 24” long.  (Optional Stained Glass 
Panel Available) 
 
Patent #D327765

  

  

 
 

RD120 Flower Stands:

These matching flower stands are perfect for displaying those special family floral 
arrangements. You could also place an urn on the top is needed. These are available in all the woods 
and stain colors. 

 
RD135 Flag Stand:

Handcrafted in the prairie style, this flag stand allows you to place the flag in the stand at the 
head of the casket. This opens the head panel of the casket for placing other family floral pieces in 
the casket. When your families see the flag presented this way, they are more apt to purchase an at 
need triangular flag case from you. These are available in all the woods and stain colors. 28 ½” wide 
x 48” tall on a 14” x 14” base
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Provincial Design

RD101 Lectern:

Free standing, features light (electrical connections concealed), built in spaces for pens and 
accepts the latest style of memorial cards on either side (shown with optional drawer). 49” x 18 
¼” x 23 ½” 

  
  

  

 

RD102 Casket Bier:

Decorative corner protectors, heavy duty ball bearing 5" casters. Cross on one side only. 20 ¾" x 
22 ¾" x 62" 

 
RD109 Baby Bier and Cremation Urn Stand:

With the top attached, it is a Cremation Urn stand. Remove the top and it becomes a Baby Bier. 
Ball bearing casters and decorative corner protectors. Cross on one side only. Patent #D327765 
30” x 20” x 12”

 
RD103 Torchiere Lamps and Shades:

Shown with VNG shades (reorder #VNG) 69" tall, 15" diameter base. Equipped with "Pinkneck" 
bulbs.

RD104 Prayer Rail: 

2" knee padding. 1" arm padding. A variety of fabric styles and colors to choose from. 28 ½" x 18" 
x 44"

 
RD107 Crucifix & Adjustable Stand:

Cross also available in Greek or Russian Orthodox Cross 32" x 22".
 
RD108 Candlesticks:

46" tall, 12" x 12" base. Can be wired for electricity. Comes with standard Ruby Vigil Glass.
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Provincial Design

 
RD118 Mass Card Tray:

Tray has fluted apron. Cross on the back. Free standing. Available with optional springs. 36" to 
the top of writing area. Tray 21 ½" x 18 ½".

 
RD106 Memorial Holder:

Has card holders on both sides. Slot in the top will accommodate all styles of envelopes. Lock 
and key on the back. 38" x 18" x 14". Patent #D326947

 

 

  
 

  

 

 

RD120 Flower Pedestals:

Elegant matching turned pedestals. 34 ½” tall, 7” column, 15” head, 16” base
 

 
RD144 Church Truck Surround:

This innovative piece of furniture allows you to leave the casket on your church truck, reducing 
the risk of back injuries due to extra lifting. The sides fold in flat against the backside of the face 
of the unit for storage and transportation.  With the sides extended to 90 degrees, the church 
truck surround conceals the church truck, giving the casket the appearance of resting on a 
casket bier.  These units are hand crafted to fit the height of your church truck.   
 
Optional heavy-duty carrying bags with handles are available for purchase to transport your 
church truck surround to services offsite.  
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Queen Anne Design

RD101 Lectern:

Gracefulness and timeless beauty describe this new piece of furniture. The top, board, pockets 
and lights are the same as our standard lecterns. There are three full depth drawers for storage of 
books, cards, ect. When not in use, the Lectern is a beautiful piece of furniture on display. 
Available in all woods. 49” tall x 23 ½” wide x 18” deep

 
RD102 Cherry Queen Anne Casket Bier:

This bier is accurately detailed Queen Anne design. The bottom skirting is cabriole shaped. The 
posts are urn/vase shaped. The upright panel in the center is richly molded with intricate detail. 
62" long x 23" wide x 20 ¾" tall.

 
RD103 Cherry Queen Anne Lamps, Tripod Bases:

These torchieres provide an elegant home type appearance to each service. The graceful turned 
posts have the true to the period urn/vase posts and tripod cabriole bases. 69" tall, shown with 
VNG shades.

 
RD120 Cherry Queen Anne Flower Pedestals, Tripod Bases:

These flower pedestals will make a rich presentation of your families special baskets and 
arrangements. They have the same urn/vase posts and tripod cabriole bases as the torchiere 
lamps. 16" round tops x 36" tall

 

  
  

 
 
 

  

  

 

RD104 Cherry Queen Anne Prayer Rail:

This prayer rail is accurately detailed Queen Anne design. The base is cabriole shaped. The posts 
are urn/vase shaped. The upright panel in the rear is richly molded with intricate detail. The 
bottom and armrest pads are upholstered with roping along the top edges.

 
RD107 Cherry Crucifix & Stand:

This crucifix comes with an adjustable stand that will extend above the open lid of the casket. The 
edge of the cross is routed to match the Queen Anne set. 
22" wide x 32" tall 

 
RD108 Cherry Queen Anne Candlesticks:

These candlesticks have graceful urn/vase turned posts on a cabriole tripod base. They come 
equipped with ruby glasses. (These can also be electrified) 
46" tall on a tripod base 

 
RD106 Cherry Queen Anne Memorial Holder:

This unit is on a single post cabriole tripod base with the same urn/vase posts. There are pockets 
on each side for memorial envelope storage and a key locked back door for memorial removal.  38" 
tall x 18" wide x 14" deep.  
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Queen Anne Design

Patent #D326947 
 
RD118 Cherry Queen Anne Mass Card Tray:

The tray has routed edges and can be equipped with springs as an option. It is on the same Queen 
Anne post and cabriole tripod base as the memorial holder. 
36" tall x 21 ½" wide x 18 ½" deep 

RD109 Cherry Queen Anne Baby Bier/Cremation Altar:

This piece of furniture can be easily transported to the church for either an infant service 
or cremains. The same attention to exquisite detail in our full size bier is represented in this 
baby bier. 30" tall x 21" long x 13" deep with a slip on Table Top of 18" deep x 24" long. 
Patent #D327765

 
RD116 Cherry Queen Anne Mini Directory:

Felt covered precision grooves accept letters easily, can also be made for the new 
computer generated announcements. This graceful post and cabriole tripod base is a 
welcome change from the stark metal signs of the past. 42" tall on tripod base

 
RD123 Cherry Queen Anne Mini Prayer Rail:

This mini prayer rail will accommodate two people kneeling side by side. It is scaled down to be 
used with the Baby Bier/Cremation Altar. It has all of the rich detailing of our full size Queen 
Anne Prayer Rail. 25 ½" wide x 32" tall x 15" deep

 
RD135 Cherry Queen Anne Flag Stand:

A truly unique way of presenting the flag during the service. The flag stand can be placed at 
the head of the casket, allowing you to put another family floral piece inside the casket. The 
flag stand can also be placed behind the Baby Bier/Cremation Altar for cremains of a veteran. 
The stand has the same urn/vase post and cabriole tripod base as the rest of the Queen Anne set.
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Queen Anne Design

  

 

RD127 Memorial Desk:

This unique desk, built on a graceful Queen Anne Base will blend with other furnishing in your 
funeral home. The desk allows you to bring registrations and memorials into one organized 
location. The six drawers allow ample storage of memorial folders, prayers cards, register books, 
ect. There are 18 tope pigeon holes for cards or envelopes. There are two drop slots and key 
locked doors for memorials. This allows you to register two services at once if needed.

 

RD140 Queen Anne Side Chair:

This elegant Queen Anne Side Chair is an attractive addition if seating is desired beside the Queen 
Anne Memorial Desk. There are several fabric colors from which to select the seat 
cushions. Available in all woods.  

  

  

RD142 Easel:

Our easel is designed to pull together the decoration details of our Queen Anne into the display 
of your memory boards and photo galleries. This easel looks like a piece of furniture, made on 
our tripod base. The support shelf is made on our tripod base. The support shelf is adjustable up 
and down from the backside. It has a nicely turned finial to accent the top. The support with is 
24” and the height is 66”
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Queen Anne Design

  

 

  

  

RD116 Mini Directory:

Mini Directory made with a full sheet “Slide-in-System” for new computer generated 
announcements. This graceful post and cabriole tripod base is a welcome change from the stark 
metal signs of the past. 42” tall on tripod base.

 
RD126 Pedestal Podium:

This unit is lightweight and portable for use as a speaker’s podium, or with card pockets as an 
extra register stand. It is mounted on the tripod Queen Anne Base. 49” tall x 18” deep x 23” wide

 

 
RD143 Large Baby Bier / Cremation Altar:

RD143 Large Baby Bier/Cremation Altar is a newly reconfigured version of our original Baby 
Bier/Cremation Altar, which works with the same principal and concept as the RD109. 
The removable altar top is 20" deep x 40" long, which allows you to present the urn, 
candles, flowers, pictures and memoralization pieces on the same altar top. You can 
present newborn or stillborn caskets on the Altar top. With the top removed, the bumpers on 
the bier base will accommodate a youth casket from 30" through 60". This allows you to present 
all the child caskets on the same piece of furniture and bring the child up to a more 
appropriate viewing height. The unit can be used as a memorialization altar and placed by 
the casket for adult memorabilia. The overall height is 30". 
  
Patent #D327765 

 
RD115 Altar Candles:
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Queen Anne Design

Matching altar candles come equipped with 3” x 10” candelas, brass trim rings, crystal flame 
guards and 12 cans of CF-90 fuel. 

 
  

   

 
 

RD141 Memories Table:

A table with enough room for today’s memorials. This table comes with two drawers for storage. 
The top moldings are raised to allow you to use a piece of ¼ “ glass to protect the hardwood top, 
if desired. 46” long x 17” deep x 30” tall 
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Queen Anne Design

 
RD144 Church Truck Surround:

This innovative piece of furniture allows you to leave the casket on your church truck, reducing 
the risk of back injuries due to extra lifting. The sides fold in flat against the backside of the face 
of the unit for storage and transportation.  With the sides extended to 90 degrees, the church 
truck surround conceals the church truck, giving the casket the appearance of resting on a 
casket bier.  These units are hand crafted to fit the height of your church truck.   
 
Optional heavy-duty carrying bags with handles are available for purchase to transport your 
church truck surround to services offsite.  

  

 

RD145 Register Desk (Shown in Queen Anne Design):

Our newest furniture piece for registration has locked storage with access through the front 
doors. You can give the key to the family and let them be responsible for the security of the 
ladies' purses and other personal valuables. You can also store register books, extra pages, 
service folders, prayer cards, pens and any other items that you might want to have close at 
hand. The top is 20" deep x 48" long, allowing enough space to register two services at the 
same time. There are two extra large card pockets, the inside dimensions are 10 1/2" wide x 1 
1/2" deep. There are name boards built into the front of each card pocket. The height to the top 
of the writing surface is 36" and to the top of the card pockets is 41 1/2". 

 

  

 
RD128 Queen Anne Pulpit:
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Roberts & Downey Chapel Equipment - Queen Anne Design

Formal pulpit is a rich and timeless addition to any chapel. This unit comes with a storage shelf, 
a slanted top for the clergy's papers and a light. 49" tall, 15" deep, 36" wide. 
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Current News and New Products

 

 Provincial Design

 

 Queen Anne Design

click to enlarge 
 

 
RD145 Register Desk (Shown in Queen Anne Design):

Our newest furniture piece for registration has locked storage with access through the front 
doors. You can give the key to the family and let them be responsible for the security of the 
ladies' purses and other personal valuables. You can also store register books, extra pages, 
service folders, prayer cards, pens and any other items that you might want to have close at 
hand. The top is 20" deep x 48" long, allowing enough space to register two services at the 
same time. There are two extra large card pockets, the inside dimensions are 10 1/2" wide x 1 
1/2" deep. There are name boards built into the front of each card pocket. The height to the top 
of the writing surface is 36" and to the top of the card pockets is 41 1/2". 

 

  

 
RD128 Queen Anne Pulpit:

Formal pulpit is a rich and timeless addition to any chapel. This unit comes with a storage shelf, 
a slanted top for the clergy's papers and a light. 49" tall, 15" deep, 36" wide. 
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Current News and New Products

 
 

 
RD150 Memorial Altar / Audio Visual Stand:

This unit can be used as a multi-purpose piece of furniture.  The left picture below depicts usage 
as an altar for displaying remains.  There are doors on the back side and an adjustable shelf, 
this provides you with ample close-by storage for urns, candles, and other items that are 
necessary for the memorial service.

 

  

  
 
RD151 Audio Visual Armoire:

This attractive piece of furniture combines the base of the RD150 Audio Visual Stand with 
closed storage for your television or monitor.  The DVD player and electronics can be placed in 
the bottom unit with an adjustable shelf.  There is a grommit to allow cable connections between 
the top and bottom compartments.  The top of the unit has pocket doors which close, 
fully concealing the contents of the top of the cabinet when not in use.
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